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HarmonicTune is an Instrument
Tuner and Guitar Tuner (specially
developed for the Apple Mac OS X

operating system). As many
chromatic Instrument Tuners, it

compares the pitch of your
instrument to a fundamental

frequency and displays both the
correct pitch and its
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flat/sharp/mute. The pitch display
can be calibrated using the Shift
and the Screen keys. Moreover it

can also be used as a Guitar Tuner:
in this mode it holds the note of the
instrument, stop when the note is
held, then this note is converted in
an approximation of the note of the

corresponding string when the
string is fretted. Moreover

HarmonicTune can also be used as
a very complete Digital Piano

Tuner. It even stores the notes into
a file, so you can have multiple

applications in different tunings and
compare their pitches.

HarmonicTune Features: 1/ Allows
you to edit the note's text. 2/ Allows

you to easily change the color of
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the notes. 3/ Can be used as a
Digital Piano Tuner. 4/ Has a link to
the Piano interface (see PianoTune
application). 5/ Can be used as an
Instrument Tuner. 6/ Allows you to

edit the tuning's notes. 7/ The
tuning can be calibrated using the
screen and shift keys. 8/ It can be

used as a Guitar Tuner. 9/ Can work
as a Tuner for Horn or Flute players.
10/ Can be used as a Note Player.

11/ Can display every note in a
regular or compound tunings. 12/

Can be used as a Tuner with a wind
instrument (sax or clarinet). 13/

Can be used as a digital tuner for
other instruments, such as the flute
and trumpet. 14/ Provides an easy
access to the number of strings of
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the instruments. 15/ Contains a full
key-board indicator. 16/ Can be

used as a Digital Piano Tuner. 17/
The tuning can be calibrated using
the screen and shift keys. 18/ The
tuning can be calibrated using a

Normal and Flat/Sharp screen. 19/
Has a link to the Piano interface
(see PianoTune application). 20/

Allows you to edit the shape of the
notes. 21/ Contains a full key-board

indicator. 22/ Can be used as a
Tuner for Horn or Flute players. 23/

Allows you to edit the

HarmonicTune Serial Key [Mac/Win] [Updated] 2022

The HarmonicTune instrument
tuner is based on a single periodic
waveform. 2 is never 5 or a) is an
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octave higher than 1 or b) is an
octave lower than 1 When this
waveform is played over the

spectrum of an instrument a series
of harmonics are produced. The

instrument is then tuned by
searching for the frequency that
shows the strongest harmonic

present in the spectrum. You can
find an example of the harmonic

spectrum on the official
HarmonicTune website. This

algorithm will work on instruments
that have a harmonic structure, like

brass, strings or piano. For other
instruments, i.e. brass instruments

without harmonic structure, or
instruments with a complex

harmonic structure like guitars,
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please try the ChordTune app.
Please note: The HarmonicTune app

can only be used for a fixed pitch
instrument. NOTE: HarmonicTune
DOES NOT support the following

types of instruments: guitars,
horns, flutes, electronic keys or

strings (base frequency or complex
harmonic structure). Usage &

Download Download the
HarmonicTune app from the official

website. Open the file
"HarmonicTune.exe" and install the
application. The HarmonicTune app

needs internet access to look up
the required instrument data.

Important: HarmonicTune checks
for updates. Therefore, everytime
you start the HarmonicTune app
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you should accept the Terms of
Use. It is important to point out that

HarmonicTune is not compatible
with Chromek or the Giga Tuner.

See you in the comments! A:
Another method of doing this that I
have come across is to have two

constant frequency tones that
cover the full spectrum of the
instrument. This is used in the

Brubeck tuner from OctaveForge for
violins and guitars (and a handful of
other instruments). The idea is that

as you play, note matching
algorithms, phase-aligned

oscillators, and even slow scanning
electronics can be used to

determine which frequency is in
play. So in theory, you could do the
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same thing with two tones, perhaps
45 and 235, one in each ear. On the

other side, this would also likely
depend on the other frequencies in

the spectrum, especially for low
notes, where one tone is often a
hair too high. The other answer

mentions using low and high
sidebands, and that could work. It's

also possible to target specific
b7e8fdf5c8
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HarmonicTune 

1. For the presentation in the
screenshot, I changed the app
background color to green, changed
the title bar text and added an
image of a pair of "finger cymbals".
2. For practical use the Application
will detect the maximum audio
range for most instruments. Most of
the time this will be the "musical
range" of your instrument. In the
display area, each scale will be
shown in the same color of the
original sound. If the track is not
correct, you will be warned by a
message. You can find all possible
combinations by scrolling. You can
use the "q" key to jump to the next
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scale. Also the "." and "," keys are a
kind of shortcuts. For example, ",,"
is very close to "q". The speed of
the automatic scrolling is
configurable. 3. The fact that the
application is not depending on
"portaudio" is an advantage for low
performance computers. The most
important functions of the
Application: 1. you can set the
range on your instrument 2. you
can set the pitch of the base
frequency (below the range). 3. you
can change the interval of the base
frequency (above and below the
range). 4. you can set the accuracy
of the frequency you have found
(below the range). 5. you can select
different notes per octave and see
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if the key is a note of your
instrument 6. you can select
different frequency ranges per
octave 7. you can increase or
decrease the sensitivity of the
automatic stepping (i.e. the
difference between the smallest
step and the largest step). This is
useful to prevent a music track to
be transformed automatically. 1)
Support for highest quality audio
This may sound like a strange
requirement. But it's quite
important, because most MP3s are
often not recorded with the high
quality audio level. Both the level of
the bass and the volume of the
audio may be too low. Please note:
for good audio quality you don't
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need to upgrade the MP3 file. The
audio recording quality is
independent from the MP3 file. 2)
Support for the highest audio
quality + better extraction While
most MP3 files are, in this way,
already converted in high quality
audio, it's not always easy to
identify the highest audio quality
(!). The application extracts the
audio level from the existing MP3
file. With this level it can be
assessed, if the audio level for this
MP3 file is in the highest possible

What's New In HarmonicTune?

The HarmonicTune application was
designed to be an general purpose
chromatic Instrument Tuner. You
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should be able to tune nearly every
kind of instrument with it (including
brass, strings, piano, guitars.).
Nevertheless the algorithm for the
base frequency detection is not
perfect, but I hope to improve it
step by step over time. The
application is written in C++, uses
the libraries "wxWidgets" and
"portaudio" and is compiled and
organized with the great free IDE
"Code::Blocks" using MinGW. NOTE:
only for private, non-commercial
use. I recommend to disable the
automatic pitch calculation function
if you try to tune something that
does not have its base frequency in
the correct octave. Disclaimer: -
The HarmonicTune application is
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free software and all copyrights
belong to the author - This program
is licensed as freeware. - I cannot
guarantee that everything will work
perfectly, I am aware of some
possible problems. For any other
questions regarding HarmonicTune
please e-mail me to
support@appinvens.com Download:
File size: 1.14 MB (WxWidgets.dll
dependant) Compatibility: Windows
2000, XP, Vista, Server 2003,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows
10 Author: Invensor App:
HarmonicTune description: The
HarmonicTune application was
designed to be an general purpose
chromatic Instrument Tuner. You
should be able to tune nearly every
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kind of instrument with it (including
brass, strings, piano, guitars.).
Nevertheless the algorithm for the
base frequency detection is not
perfect, but I hope to improve it
step by step over time. The
application is written in C++, uses
the libraries "wxWidgets" and
"portaudio" and is compiled and
organized with the great free IDE
"Code::Blocks" using MinGW. NOTE:
only for private, non-commercial
use. I recommend to disable the
automatic pitch calculation function
if you try to tune something that
does not have its base frequency in
the correct octave. Descriptions
and Disclaimer: - The
HarmonicTune application is free
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software and all copyrights belong
to the author - This program is
licensed as freeware. - I cannot
guarantee that everything will work
perfectly, I am aware of some
possible problems. For any other
questions regarding HarmonicTune
please e-mail me to
support@appinvens.com Download:
File size: 1.14
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System Requirements For HarmonicTune:

MacOS: Win 7 Win 8.1 Win 8.2 Win
8.3 Win 10 SteamOS+Linux
Requires a video card with Open GL
3.3 or better, and supports at least
3 monitors Video Output Options:
Display on GPU (GL2, D3D12):
HDMI/Display Port/A/V Display on
DVI-I/DisplayPort (G-SYNC) Display
on DVI-D/DisplayPort (
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